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About This Game

Quell Zen - the very embodiment of relaxing logic games - features over 200 beautifully crafted challenges.

This serene puzzler has you guiding raindrops through a series of colorful mazes. Enhanced by atmospheric orchestral music,
the game's subtle, sophisticated mechanics evolve as you navigate its many levels, delivering an absorbing experience that's

familiar but always fresh.

Set against a narrative of a Japanese family divided, Quell Zen will take you on an unforgettable journey. Step inside this
beautiful world today.
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Genre: Indie
Developer:
Fallen Tree Games Ltd
Publisher:
Fallen Tree Games Ltd
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2016
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RPG Maker 2003 is great for those who don't know what Ruby / Java scripting is.
The only scripting that would happen would be eventing (because eventing is almost if not as powerful as Ruby / Java Script).
I rate this 8.5/10 - SammyCat Studio's
. This is what VR is about, experiences like this. Couldnt reccomend it enough even if it does last 5 minutes.. It's just bad. it is
not so bad people are complaining about the port seriously its okay ..... it wont be the game of the year but man u pay 5 $ for a
game so dont ask to much . u play the game with only mouse and space bar , AWSD to move and QER for skills .

There is the storyline quests , dailies quests and infinite random maps to complete to get rewards.
You farm gear and farm the mats to craft enchants on them. Its simple but its nice .

i would give it a 3 out of 5 and there is at least 10-20 hours of content and grinding and the achievements so it worth it.. I can
not even explain to you how much I have loved this game!
Recently, after a year of not playing, I've come back and started the Meadow journey once again. It was like coming back to a
childhood game! After 3 years since the game's release, I still find the environment and artistic style to be utterly fantastic and
beautiful! When I first entered the game, I was met with an amazing community and tons of love. I consider the game to be an,
'occult classic'. The developers are still updating the game with more content, which I find to be the best part. Though, I know
that this is a game meant for a VERY specific community within Steam. I still think that it's another thing that makes it so
amazing, that people with the same interests in games as you are the ones that are playing it. I have to say though, there haven't
been as many people on the servers anymore, there's usually only people on the European server, you'd have to get on at around
12 pm (ET) or around 3 pm (ET), which is why I personally only play on the weekends...
But still, it's a game worth experiencing! The more features that the devs add, the better the game gets, as well as the
communications within the Meadow community! I don't ever plan on forgetting this game or the people that I have encountered
within it. This is a game of hidden beauty!. Small fun for big guys.

10/10. For once I can go into a survival game and have fun. Even with the Early Acces tag it stands out pretty well. Of course as
it is tagged that way, their is a few bugs and glitches but of course will be fixed later on. As of right now, it has a solid
foundation that it can stand on.. it froze on my computer for almost 2 days i probably only had a chance to play like 3 minutes.
Idea

- Very poor user interface
- Bad tutorial
- Overcomplicated
- .... Game of the Year 2018
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In the right hands & company, this game could be a masterpiece yet since it's in the wrong hands, this game is utter♥♥♥♥♥♥
Usually I have at least something good to say about a game even if my review is mostly negative yet I have nothing positive to
say about this game. let me list all the problems with this game.

- The accents are terrible

- The dialouge is very limited. Sometimes a character will skip a word. The human enemies says like one or two lines and at one
point I swear the voice actor attempted a deeper voice for one of them. The female character voice actor skips a♥♥♥♥♥♥ton
of words!

- The game sets up the main female character being interviewed as if she's going to tell a story yet there's no story in this game
at all. There's a possible great story here yet it is not even worked on at any point in the game.

- The voice acting in this game makes the voice acting in RE 1 the English version look like it's good.

- Weapons are bland, most of the items are useless. I didn't use the flashlight once because it was not dark enough to use and
using it did nothing.

- The enemies look like zombies and walk like zombies yet they're supposed to be clones,, then make them look like clones not
zombies..lol wtf

- The level design is lazy and bland. It feels like the first 3 levels were design so you got lost easily so you could waste more time
so quite possibly you would go over the time limit to be able to refund the game.

- The soundtrack is bland and feels as if it's a ghetto version of the silent hill 2 music when you first enter the town.

- Audio glitches are indeed present in the game. Sometimes a character/enemy will not finish their line.

- Sometimes enemies will hit you even after you killed them. I had one enemy legit drop to the floor dead and during their
animation their body moved backwards and hit me.. lol so bad man.

The game ends with an obvious set up by the main character who states " let me tell you more" setting up hype for another game
yet unless the developer of this game has improved their programming skills and game design then please do not make another
game. let someone who can make your game actually good take over.. First Impressions:

The sequencer reminded me of "Roller Coaster Tycoon 3" a bit in that you can drop various fireworks onto a timeline.
"Fireworks Simulator" takes that a step further and adds the ability to adjust music and camera angles. I would have really liked
a freeform camera that let you zoom around to any position you wanted...instead you're limited to about six preset angles. It's a
solid simulator and it works once you figure it out, but I didn't see a whole lot of content. For ten bucks, I'd have to give this a
partial recommend...I think five would have been a bit more realistic.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-b3oQvShcBQ. Before I start with this review, I would like to point out that (at the time of
writing this review) I have only gotten endings "P" and "F". No doubt that I will finish this game in a matter of weeks.

After only 2 endings, I can already tell that this game is going to take me on an emotional rollercoaster. Now I am no drug
addict, but I can relate to Rockette's feelings of loneliness as I have had troubes throughout my life as well. This game will make
you feel so intruiged and sympathetic of Rockette as you delve into her depressing mindset trying to figure out what went wrong
with her.

Seriously, this game reminds me of the emotional story of "To The Moon" Another great and emotional story.
(after watching PewDiePie play it a few years ago, I was in tears at the end.)

After I finish getting more endings, I will update this review as I still have so many lingering questions about this game still left
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unanswered.

I would definitly recommend this game "To The Moon" (see what I did there? ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) ) and back for anyone looking for an
interesting and emotional story-driven experience.. thought it was an excellent idea. on release day i bought it. excellent! ~7.
This was really complex at the start, but got really fun. I like this, and it is a good RTS game, if you are looking for one, this one
can give you a challenge and is pretty fun when you get the hang of it. And I have to say, I honestly love flyying around and
zooming in on stuff and pusing it and looking at all the pretty lights. Would make a good screensaver for Christmas.. Got to the
end of the First Chapter in 3 hours, i wonder what I missed. Defiinitely will be replaying it again.. Chicken in a tank.. hahaha
XD. Seemed like 5m in & Nope ... done. Uninstalled. Don't know what I was thinking.. NOT WORHT BUYING - TRASH IT!

This 'game' is absolut not worth any cent. The only horror in this game is the game itself. This game is so worst developed that i
recommend to lapidate the developers. You start with a very cruel animation at the beginning of the game and when you press
the ESC-button (like you would do anywhere else) the game close itself. Than you hear absolut anyoing sounds and after a
simple written text on a black screen the game starts. It only takes you 30 seconds to find the first bugs and you see a absolut
worst adjusted graphic that should be some shocking... You walk senseless around and a little creature with red glowing eyes
hollow direct to you. I realy recommend to delete this game from steam and burn the script (with the 'developers')
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